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Cadillac CN Series

Product Features/Electrical Ratings

CN Series Connectors
Clements National’s threaded CN Series has been designed to meet or exceed the electrical performance
requirements of Mil-C-5015.  This family of connectors is intermateable and interchangeable with other connector
brands available in the market.  The connector series has been designed for reliable, heavy-duty, environmental
usage and is currently used in many types of market applications, ranging from process and control, marine, oil
and gas, machine tool, industrial, power distribution systems and transportation.  The performance of this con-
nector series in the MOG marketplace is noteworthy, providing reliable, ruggedized service for power distribution
and various oil rig configurations.

Clements National is a Chicago-based electrical connector manufacturer that has made a significant contribution
in the connector industry by providing World class service and design solutions for various customer require-
ments.  The CN Series has been manufactured by Clements National since the early 1990’s in various transit
applications to satisfy the demanding and daily environmental conditions of passenger transit rail service.  Now,
Clements National offers a broader product line capability to provide a greater spectrum of insert configurations
and hardware variations.  Clements National has obtained UL and CSA certification and CE certification is
applied for.  In addition, Clements National’s upcoming Zone 1 - llc hazardous environmental connectors are
ATEX certified and will soon be introduced.

CN Series Performance Benefits
• UL & CSA Certification (consult our web site for latest product certifications)
• Connector designs offered in crimp, solder and pressure terminals based

on insert arrangement
• All hardware is machined using 6061T aluminum bar stock
• Quick coupling, double-lead thread resists cross-mating problems and

provides positive mating
• Natural hardcoat plating provides a durable and scratch resistant finish.

Black hardcoat plating is available, consult the factory
• Silver plated contacts (standard)

CN Series Electrical Performance
Service Voltage Ratings (for various specifications)
N.E.C. voltage rating is designated by a service voltage rating letter which is shown listed in the table below cor-
responds to the insert configurations listings on pages 16-29.  The voltage to which contact inserts are limited is
a function of the dielectric separation between adjacent contacts and between contacts and shell.

Service
Voltage

Inches
Nominal

Inches
Nominal

DC
Volts RMS

AC
Volts RMS

DC
Volts RMS

AC
Volts RMS

Over
Surface
Distance

Thru-Air
Spacing

Non-Circuit
Breaking

Mil-C-5015 Rating N.E.C. Rating
Non-

Circuit
Breaking

Circuit
Breaking

Instrument 1⁄16 - 250 200 - -
A 1⁄8 1⁄16 700 500 250 240
D 3⁄16

1⁄8 1250 900 600 600
E 1⁄4 3⁄16 1750 1250 600 600
B 5⁄16

1⁄4 2450 1750 600 600
C 1 5⁄16 4200 3000 600 600
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Cadillac CN Series

Contact Ratings/Dimensions
Wire Well Dimensions  -  All Min. in inches (mm)

Replacement Contacts for Crimp/Solder Inserts

Dia.

Contact
Size

AWG/MM

N.E.C.
Ampere
Rating**

Solder

Depth Dia.

Crimp*

Depth

#16  (1.5) 16 .078  (2.00) .203  (5.15) .078  (2.00) .500  (12.70) 50 (222.4) -
#12  (4.0) 30 .110  (2.80) .250  (6.45) .110  (2.80) .500  (12.70) 110 (489.3) -
#10  (6.0) 40 .142  (3.60) .394  (10.00) .142  (3.60) .591  (15.00) 180 (800.7) 15 (1.7)
#8  (10.0) 50 .209  (5.30) .516  (9.12) .189  (4.80) .748  (19.00) 225 (1000) 25 (2.8)
#4  (25.0) 90 .329  (8.35) .580  (14.70) .285  (7.24) .875  (22.20) 400 (1779) 20 (2.3)

#1/0  (50.0) 155 .470  (11.50) .641  (16.30) .450  (11.40) .775  (19.70) 550 (2447) 50 (5.7)
#4/0  (120.0) 225 .650  (16.50) .885  (22.50) .620  (15.70) 1.00  (25.40) 875 (3892) 100 (11.3)

500MCM 750 - - 1.000  (25.40) 1.375  (34.90) 2500 (11120)

lbs. (N)

Crimp
Pullout***

Pressure Contact
Torque

in./lbs. (N.M)

* - Includes wire inspection hole.
** - Non-circuit breaking rating, based on Arcing Control (National Electrical Code).
*** - Values vary per wire stand count, consult factory.

Std. Length
Size

AWG/MM
Std. Gnd.

Length
“C”

Length
“C” Gnd.
Length

“C” Polarized
Gnd. Length

“C” Relay
Length

Std. Gnd.
Polarized Length

Std. Polarized
Length

#16 Pin CN-4016-20L -21L -22L -23L
#16 Socket CN-4116-20L

#12 Pin CN-4012-20L -21L -22L -23L -24L
#12 Socket CN-4112-20L

#10 Pin CN-4010-20L -21L -22L -23L
#10 Socket CN-4110-20L

#8 Pin CN-4008-20L -21L -22L -23L
#8 Socket CN-4108-20L

#4 Pin CN-4004-20L -21L -22L -23L -25L -26L -27L
#4 Socket CN-4104-20L -21L -21L -25L -25L -25L

#1/0 Pin CN-4000-20L -21L -22L -25L
#1/0 Socket CN-4100-20L -21L -25L

#4/0 Pin CN-4140-20L -21L -22L -25L
#4/0 Socket CN-4140-20L -21L -25L

All contacts are machined copper alloy, furnished with standard silver plating.  Consult factory for alternate finishes.

Contact Ratings & Replacement Information
Mil Spec Ampere Ratings: (MIL-C-39029)
Based on the combination of the following:
The amount of current which an individual pin and socket contact may carry is a function of contact material and design efficiency
of the pin and socket system as well as the ability of the primary conductor insulation to resist temperature rises due to inherent
copper losses and bundling factors.

Total current carrying capacity of the connector is a function of the insert temperature which is rated at 100° C for continuous
operation.  The total operating temperature is the summation of the ambient temperature plus the temperature rise resulting from
the thermal losses of each contact.

N.E.C. specifications may be used as a general reference on the subject in as much as pertinent cable de-rating data is included.

N.E.C. Non-Circuit Breaking Ampere Ratings
The non-interrupting current ratings, shown in the table below are based on the temperature of the contacts being within the
range specified by Underwriter’s Laboratories, Inc. when wire sizes are selected in accordance with the National Electrical Code.

When multiple conductors are used, the load factor and temperature rise based on ambient and total insert temperature must be
taken into consideration.
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Cadillac CN Series

Plug Assembly Part Number Code Logic

NPLDLJ34C14-339SN1
N - Natural Hardcoated
C - Black Hardcoated*

P - Plug

-  Normal Key
1, 2, 3 Alt. Key

99    All Key

-  Soldered
N - Crimped
P - Pressure

P - Pin
S - Socket

Insert Configuration

Shell Size

-  Standard
C - Current Rupture

Cable Diameter Code No. -  Grommet Size
(See page 35)

00 - Grommet not included

L - No Cover w/o Transition Adapter
A - No Cover with Transition Adapter
E - Environmental Cover w/o Trans. Adapter
F - Environmental Cover with Trans. Adapter

-  Standard Cable Adapter
L - Long Cable Adapter
X - Extra Long Cable Adapter
V - Ratchet Cable Adapter

-  Standard Coupling Nut
J - Jack Coupling Nut
G - Standard Glove Coupling Nut
H - Jack Glove Coupling Nut
R - Ratchet Coupling Nut
S - Ratchet Jack Coupling Nut

D - Gland Nut
H - Insert Clamp Nut with potting sleeve
K - Basket Weave Cable Grip + Gland Nut
M - Mechanical Clamp
P - Panel Mount
T - Conduit Adapter
B - Potted Boot with Special Adapter

Cable Diameter Code No. -  Grommet Size
(See page 35)

00 - Grommet not included

Receptacle Assembly Part Number Code Logic

NRLPDL34C14-339PN1
N - Natural Hardcoated
C - Black Hardcoated*

R - Receptacle

-  Normal Key
1, 2, 3 Alt. Key

99    All Key

-  Soldered
N - Crimped
P - Pressure

P - Pin
S - Socket

Insert Configuration

Shell Size

-  Standard
C - Current Rupture

* - Consult factory for availability

L - No Cover w/o Transition Adapter
A - No Cover with Transition Adapter
C - Hinged Door Cover w/o Trans. Adapter
B - Hinged Door Cover with Trans. Adapter
E - Environmental Cover w/o Trans. Adapter
F - Environmental Cover with Trans. Adapter

- Insert Clamp Nut with potting sleeve
D - Gland Nut
H - Insert Clamp Nut with potting sleeve
K - Basket Weave Cable Grip + Gland Nut
M - Mechanical Clamp
T - Conduit Adapter
B - Potted Boot with Special Adapter

-  Standard Cable Adapter
L - Long Cable Adapter
X - Extra Long Cable Adapter
V - Ratchet Cable Adapter

- Inline Receptacle
P - Panel Mount
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Cadillac CN Series

Connector Component Overview

Assembled Connector Part Number examples:

Environmental
Plug Cover

Hinged
Receptacle Cover

Environmental
Receptacle Cover

Receptacle Shell
In-line or Panelmount

Pin Insert
(Red Backcap)

Chain
Eyelet

Plug Shell &
Coupling Nut

Chain
Ring

Socket Insert
(Green Backcap)

Cable Adapter Grommet Washer

Insert Clamp Nut

Panel Board Adapter

Conduit Adapter

Mechanical
Clamp Nut

Gland Nut

Basket Weave Strain Relief

NPEM
Natural Hardcoated Plug with Environmental Cover
& Mechanical Clamp Nut

NREK
Natural Hardcoated Receptacle with Environmental
Cover & Basket Weave Grip/Gland Nut

NRET
Natural Hardcoated Receptacle with Environmental
Cover & Conduit Adapter

NREP
Natural Hardcoated Receptacle with Environmental
Cover, Panel Mount
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Crimp Inserts
The crimp style inserts utilize a 2 piece insert
design comprised of a rigid front insulator
and a  resilient backcap.  Each of the rear
backcaps are color coded to indicate use for
pin contacts - red, or socket contacts -
green.  The contacts are crimp terminated
outside the insert utilizing the correct wire
size and ready for insertion into the contact
cavity.  The insert should be positioned into
the shell hardware prior to insertion.  When
the insert is positioned into the shell hard-
ware each individual contact can then be easily inserted into each cavity using the proper insertion tool.  To ease
the assembly of the contacts into the insert cavities, the inserts provide number markings on the front and rear of
the insert.  When all contacts are assembled into the insert, each contact shoulder is securely positioned into the
front rigid insulator body providing a stabilized and positive alignment of the contacts.  The inserts are locked or
pressurized into place when the clamp nut (receptacle) or cable adapter  (plug/in-line receptacle) is threaded and
tightened against the plastic pressure seal shoulder.  The crimp inserts allows each contact to be individually
serviced/repaired by removal from the insert.  In order to relieve the locked or pressured contacts, the rear
retaining nut (receptacle) or the cable adapter(plug/in-line receptacle) must be backed off the rear of the shell
hardware.  Once removed each contact can be easily removed by use of the proper sized removal tool.
Contacts will be released at the rear of the connector.

Solder/Pressure Inserts
The solder/pressure inserts utilize a 3 piece
insert design comprised of a rigid front
insulator, resilient contact seal, and a rigid
rear insulator.  The solder/pressure insert
design differs from the crimp insert as the
contacts cannot be removed while the insert
is still positioned in the shell hardware.
Solder/pressure inserts are shipped with the
contacts installed into the inserts and inserts
installed into the connector shell hardware.
Each specific wire termination can occur with
the inserts assembled into the shell hardware either for solder or pressure termination.  Care should be given on
the solder contacts to not generate excessive heat during the soldering process.  To ease assembly of wire
termination the front and rear rigid insulators provide number marking.  As with the crimp insert design, inserts
are locked or pressurized when the clamp nut (receptacle) or cable adapter (plug/in-line receptacle) is securely
threaded and tightened to the shell hardware.  Service of each wired contact can easily be performed while the
insert is still located in the shell hardware.  If an individual contact must be replaced however, the insert must be
first removed from the shell hardware and contacts removed from the insert components.

Cadillac CN Series

Connector Design Comparisons - Crimp, Solder & Pressure
Clements insert configurations listed on pages 16 - 29 indicate the style insert that is available: crimp, solder or
pressure.  While each of these inserts provide a slightly different insert design all insert types provide water,
vapor, moisture and dust resistance and fit into Clements standard hardware components.  The crimp insert
arrangements allow the contacts to be inserted or removed from the rear through use of insertion/extraction tools
without removing the insert from the connector body.  The solder/pressure insert contacts however cannot be
removed without first pushing out the insert from the shell body.  The contacts however can be serviced while the
insert is locked in the shell hardware by simply repairing each individual wire termination.


